
 

 

Chesterfield Historic and Landmarks Preservation Committee 
March 6, 2013 Minutes 

 
Attending CHLPC Members:  Ann Chrissos, George Chrissos, Steve Domahidy, Bill 
England, Jessie Francis, Ted Goedecke, Lynne Johnson, Mark Leach, Don McKay, 
Henry Pecherski, Phyllis Sansone, Arland Stemme, DeeAnn Wright 
 
Council Liason: Connie Fults 
 
The CHLPC meeting was brought to order at 5:30 with distribution of recent Roster. 
(Please add this email address: PhyllisSansone@gmail.com) 
 
Minutes from January 16, 2013 were approved. 
 Arland gave the Treasurer’s Report: $22,286.56 in account. 
 
Presentation and questions about recently-arrived Faust Park buildings by Jesse 
Francis, curator.  
He showed slides of the Fenton structure from 1910 - 1920. Half was Ludwigs General 
Store and half a buggy repair shop. The process of cutting the building into 14 
segments and removing them to Faust Park was described. Unusual items were found 
about the construction and fixtures like giant nails and a grinding stone. The sections 
will remain in storage at the park until an architect and engineer are financed to design 
the reconstruction in original colors. 
The CHLPC voted to contribute $1,000 to the St. Louis County Historic Sites 
Foundation to help with reconstruction, once we verify that the Foundation is a 501C3. 
 
Mark Leach explained that his Chesterfield archeology book has information from the 
mounds circumvented by the 141 extension, from Gateway Academy site and the 
Dampier Site. The book is available at Amazon.com. All profits from Amazon go to local 
archeology and historic and landmark groups.  
The CHLPC voted to purchase 100 books at the author price of $4.82 which we would 
sell at City Hall and other locations for $15. That profit goes to CHLPC. 
 
The Timeline poster was presented by Bill England and discussed, with Connie 
explaining what the City had expected versus what Bill, Ann and George had produced. 
It was decided that the CHLPC would produce posters showing the historically 
important events from Indian villages to present events in Chesterfield. We would 
display these posters, after they are approved by City Hall, in stores and public 
buildings. We would not concentrate the poster on the 25th Chesterfield Anniversary 
since we do not know what the City wants as topics, we don't have good pictures, and a 
redone poster could not be finished before the June 1 event. 
The CHLPC voted to pay the printer for the one poster already produced. 
 
Henry showed us a recent artifact acquisition. Sean Sortor was unable to attend but 
wanted to know if other members were interested in a future Chesterfield museum. 
 



 

 

The State Landmarks Preservation Conference on Friday, April 19 was mentioned. If 
anyone is interested in attending this in Jefferson City, please contact Lynne for a 
registration form. We need training on how to write up Landmark recommendations. The 
email vote for CHLPC Recommendation of Landmark status for 16636 Old Chesterfield 
Road was recorded officially. 
 

The meeting was adjourned at 6:40. 

Minutes by Phyllis 

 

The March 6 working agenda included these activities that were needed this year: 

Speakers for Youth 
 
Speakers for Adults 
 
Photographers 
 
Tour guides 
 
Researchers for Citizen requests 
 
Distributors (books, calendars) 
 
Historic photograph identifiers 
 
Photo Scanners (at City Hall or independently) 
 
Conway Cemetary Upkeep 
 
 

The next meeting of the CHLPC is on May 8, 2013 at 5:30. This is a change 

from original schedule. 

 
 


